FRIDAY, OCTOBER 19, 1934

RATERNITIES PLEDGE 160 MEN DURING PAST WEEK OF RUSHING; DECREASE BY FORTY FROM 1929

Many More Are Not Officially Announced

PREPARE PLANS FOR CLASS RUSH ON OCTOBER 25

FELLOWSHIP IS OFFERED HERE

Pi Lambda Theta, Women's Honor Club in Education, Has Rush on Card

PLAN TO NAME CORPS SPONSORS

Officers Club Picks Committee to Select Candidates for R.O.T.C.

Y.W.C.A. Plans Campaign for New Members

STATE ROAD FAIR LATE IN OCTOBER

M.S.C. Road Show Sponsored By Auto & Road Commission and Department

CROWLEYMEN OPEN GRIDIRON RELATIONS WITH CINCINNATI
IN SECOND HOME ENCOUNTER

Michigan State 'Eleven' Enters Game Tomorrow Determined to
Preserve Unchanged Goal Line Record; See Little Opponents

RUSH ISSUANCE OF DIRECTORIES

Student Directory in Hands of Printer; Appears By Mid-November.

DRA M A S O C I E T Y PLANS TRIOUTS

Theta Alpha Phi to Cast Minor Characters in Fall Term Plays

STATE ROAD FAIR LATE IN OCTOBER

M.S.C. Road Show Sponsored By Auto & Road Commission and Department

LIST PLANS FOR FLOWER SHOW

May 7th Date Set As State for Annual Event Directed By State Florists

SMEAD TO COME TO CAMPUS SOON

Will Concerts in College Hospital Benefit Gold Game Planned

DROP PLANS FOR STATE HORT SHOW

Horticulture Club Votes to Abandon Teamy Venture Due to Costs
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during the past week of rushing, numbers have decreased from 1929. many more are not officially announced. prepare plans for class rush on october 25. fellowship is offered here. pi lambda theta, women's honor club in education, has rush on card. plan to name corps sponsors. officers club picks committee to select candidates for r.o.t.c.

y.w.c.a. plans campaign for new members. state road fair late in october. m.s.c. road show sponsored by auto & road commission and department. crowleymen open gridiron relations with cincinnati in second home encounter. michigan state 'eleven' enters game tomorrow determined to preserve unchanged goal line record; see little opponents. rush issuance of directories. student directory in hands of printer; appears by mid-november.

drama society plans tryouts. theta alpha phi to cast minor characters in fall term plays. state road fair late in october. m.s.c. road show sponsored by auto & road commission and department. list plans for flower show. may 7th date set as state for annual event directed by state florists. smead to come to campus soon. will concerts in college hospital benefit gold game planned. drop plans for state hort show. horticulture club votes to abandon teamy venture due to costs.
NEW UNIFORMS.
One of the most progressive steps taken by the military department in recent years of R. O. T. C. in this school is indicated by the new uniform that the under-
cadets are now wearing.
So much attention has been paid to the old "D." issue military uniforms that any change in them is of interest. Along with millions of dollars, new uniforms can be drawn from them. The roll collar, slack, and particularly, the shiny overcoat, now replaces the old uniform and is termed the "monkey suit." Only a person who has worn a suit of this type can appreciate the discomfort thereof.

Meeting the specifications of the war department in every detail, the suits transform R. O. T. C. uniforms into well-dressed up-to-the-minute military dress. The college administration and the military department have certainly filled the necessary and imperative want with the adoption of the new uniform.

**DRIVE MORE CAREFULLY.**
With more student drivers using the campus roads than ever before, extreme care in driving must be taken if serious injury or damage is to be avoided. The crowded condition of the roads and the numerous pedestrians and the campus demand more careful driving. Protect your fellow student by driving safe while drivi-

**Crisper, tastier Better Bran Flakes**

A bowl of Kellogg's Pep Bran Flakes with milk or cream makes this the season's toast. Why not serve them at your next tea or campus restaurant.

**Pep Bran Flakes**

**BRANDO**

Your good deed for today

**the Pause that refreshes**

No matter how busy you are—how hard you work or play—don't forget you can still have refreshment with Coca-Cola! You can always find a minute, here and there, and you don't have to wait for Coca-Cola. A pure detail of refreshment is just an easy reach away.

The Coca-Cola Company, Atlanta, Ga.
SATURDAY ONLY

AT LEONARD'S
(NEAR POST-OFFICE)

2-PANT SUITS $26.75

[Regular $45.00 to $50.00 Values]

Discontinuing our Braeburn line of 2-Pant Suits, we are sacrificing our entire stock of Braeburns at an exceptionally low price. Regular prices on all these Suits were $45.00 and $50.00.

These prices are for cash only, plus alteration charges.

Sizes 35 to 42

LEONARD'S
EAST LANSING

Try Our
$1.00
Cleaning
Pressing
140 Frosh Turn Out For Football Practice

GRIDDERS SHOW MUCH PROMISE

Cape Candidates Practice Monday

Harold Smead Is Due Here Oct. 18

M. S. C. SEAL JEWELRY

Wool Blankets
Felt Pillows
Pennants
Banners
All for Sale at
State College Book Store
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SUNDAY AND MONDAY

COMEDY HISTORY
MADE BY NEW TEAM

Sponsored by Warren Rymer

This comedy is a treatise in any man's language. It has no theme song to sing, but you'll never miss it. You can't double up with the script of the day. You'll have to decide which is more important, whether to laugh or whether to listen to the script of the day. This is a comedy of the present, its ulterior motive, its ulterior motives, and you'll love it.

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

UP THE RIVER

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

NEVER BEFORE SUCH A WOMAN

Dramatic TNT: A blend of tears, anination, tear jerking, romance in the air.

RUTH CHATTERTON

CLIVE BROOK